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Introduction

Abstract
Double Layer Coating for backscattered electron imaging
is a coating and imaging method especially suitable for high resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of large biological
samples. Since the backscattered electron (BSE) signal from thin
metal coating layers is quite low, field emission SEM' s and very
sensitive BSE-detectors are required for this method. In this
study an improved BSE-detector of the YAG type was used with
an in-lens type field emission SEM. Two samples were investigated in order to demonstrate and to improve the potential of this
new approach : (1) cryo-prepared cultured kidney cells were
shadowed by electron beam evaporation with platinum-carbon
(unidirectionally at a fixed angle of 45 °) and then coated with an
additional 10 nm carbon layer; and (2) cryo-prepared trichocyst
matrixes (paracrystalline structures contained in secretory granules, the trichocysts , found in Parame cium) were coated by ion
beam sputtering with about 1 nm of platinum. This sample was
rotated and tumbled during coating in order to obtain as uniform
a metal layer as possible and then an additional 10 nm carbon
layer was evaporated over the metal. When these samples were
viewed at a primary beam accelerating voltage (V0 ) of 10 kV or
higher , contrast was good on the unidirectionally coated cell
culture samples. However, trichocyst matrixes with the thinner
and more uniform coating showed very poor contrast because
most of the BSE detected represented beam-specimen interactions
from the bulk of the sample and not in the thin platinum layer.
The situation was improved by using low V0 (4 kV). Under
these conditions the penetration depth of the electrons is reduced
and a greater proportion of the BSE electrons are scattered by
the platinum layer. The results were compared with freeze-fracture and deep-etch transmission electron microscope studies of
the trichocyst matrixes from the literature : Almost similar resolution is achieved on the biological structures but a better impression of the three dimensional arrangement of the whole
trichocyst matrix is obtained with the SEM . The globular particles form disc-like structures that are connected with each other
by thin fibers.

Back scattered electron (BSE ) imagin g has three major
applications in the SEM of biological specimens : 1. Heavy
metal precipitate s in cells produced by cytochemical reaction s
are visualized with the material-dependent BSE-signal (Becker
and Sogard, 1979 ; Small et al., 1980 ; Vandenburgh et al.
1987; and other s). 2. Colloidal gold particle s used as marker s
for affinity labeling can be detected with the BSE -image on
biological surface s (Trejdosiewicz et al., 1981; Walther et al,
1983 and 1984, de Harven et al., 1984 and other s; reviewed
by Mueller et al., 1989). Labelling efficiency may be increased
by the use of smaller gold markers (Slot and Geuze, 1984) .
However the BSE- signal decreases with the decrea sing mass
of the particle s. So, in order to detect particle s in the size range
of 1 to 5 nm very efficient BSE -detectors are required .
(Muell er and Hermann , 1990 a and 1990b ; Walther and
Mueller , 1985). 3. The BSE-signal can also be used to show
surface structure s highlighted by directional metal shadowing
with high resolution (Walther and Hentschel, 1989). Thi s new
approach has several advantage s compared to the secondary
electron image usually used espec ially on large biolo gical
sample s. Biological specimen s are electri cal insulator s. In
order to avoid charging artifact s, electrical conductivity is
usually produced by coating with a metal layer. To avoid
hiding of small structural detail s, the thickne ss of such a layer
should be less than the desired resolution . So, in order to
detect macromolecular features , coating layers in the nm range
are needed. Unfortunately , the electrical conductivity of layers
this thin is poor , especially on large , rough sample s where
electrical conductivity must be maintained over relatively large
distances (millimeter s).
Since modem , in-len s field emi ssion SEM' s provide
probe diameters below 1 nm (Nagatani et al., 1987) , many
efforts have been undertaken to overcome the limitations
mentioned above : 1. Developing more uniform coatings to
provide better electrical conductivity (Echlin , 1981; Echlin et
al., 1985; Peters , 1986 ; Hermann et al., 1988; Mueller and
Hermann 1990a and 1990b ; Wepf and Gross , 1990 and
others) ; 2. Enhancing the conductivity of the biological sample
by extensive staining with heavy metals (Tanaka and
Mitsushima, 1984; Tanaka et al., 1989), and 3. Use of low V0
(typically 1.5 kV) to reduce charging on samples coated with
very thin layers (below 1 nm) that therefore have poor
electrical conductivity (Thornley, 1960; Pawley and Erlandsen
1989; Pawley, 1990 ; Osumi et al., 1988 and 1990) . This
method has become an interesting approach for high-resolution
SEM since new in-lens field emission SEM's providing very
small probe diameters even at low V O have become available
(Pawley, 1990; Sato et al., 1990).
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The reasons for choosing these specimens were as
follows : 1. The cultured kidney cells had already been investi gated in previous studies (Walther and Hentschel , 1989) using
the same preparation protocol (fast-freezing , freeze-substitu tion and critical point drying; Barlow and Sleigh , 1979) with a
below-the -lens field emission SEM. It could be shown that
large surface areas (mrn2•s) are preserved allowing imaging at
low magnification for better orientation. It would be much
more difficult and tricky to visualize these structures with any
other technique (e.g. TEM surface-replicas ; Hohenberg et al. ,
1986) . 2 . The trichocyst matrix has a three -dimensional ,
periodic structure. The two-dimensional appearance is well
described in the TEM studie s mentioned above . These studies
provided reference images with which to compare our results
from the SEM . In addition , the high resolution SEM could
give more information about the three-dimensional arrang ement of the entire trichocyst matrix structure and its interaction
with the substrate, something which is difficult to obtain with
theTEM .

Another strategy to overcome these problems is Double
Layer Coating and BSE -imaging (Walther and Hentschel,
1989) . The basic idea is to provide two separate coatings : one
to provide contrast formation and the other for electrical
conductivity . To do this the specimen is first coated with a thin
(e .g. 2 nm or less) directional layer of a heavy metal (e .g.
platinum-carbon) and then this is backed with an additional
carbon layer of about 10 nm . When such a sample is imaged
with BSE, the contrast is mainly produced at the thin layer of
heavy metal whereas electrical conductivity and mechanical
stability are provided by the overlying carbon coat. The
method has enabled the visualization of macromolecular
particles on large pieces of kidney tissue (Herter et al, 1991 ;
Walther et al., 1990). Even though Double Layer Coating was
mainly developed for large samples, Mueller and Hermann
(1990b) have shown that , on an isolated protein layer, it
produces a resolution equally good to that provided by the best
coating procedures for secondary electron 1 (SEl) imaging .
(SEl are the secondary electrons produced at the site where the
primary beam enters the specimen. They carry the high resolution information about the sample surface . Reviewed by Joy ,
1991.)
Because little BSE-signal is produced by scattering from
a 2 nm metal layer (reviewed by Niedrig, 1978 ; Joy, 1984;
Luo and Joy, 1988) this application requires very sensitive
BSE-detectors . However, when crossing a thin layer, a low
V O electron is more likely to be scattered than a high V 0
electron . This means that, for a thin metal layer , the BSE yield
increases as V O is lowered, and seeing the particles in such a
layer is easier at low V O as Jong as the BSE-detector can still
operate efficiently .
In this study an improved Y AG-type BSE-detector
(Autrata , 1991) wa s used in a high resolution , in-lens type
field emission SEM (Nagatani et al., 1987) . Y AG -type scintillator BSE-detectors (reviewed by Autrata, 1989) have a
number of advantages: The scintillators have high efficiency ,
an unlimited lifetime , can be produced in almost any desired
shape and their cathodoluminescence has a very short decay
time enabling the use of rapid scan speeds . Recent improvements involve the use of conductive , diffusive and reflective
coatings applied to the surface of these scintillator s to prevent
surface charging and to transmit a greater fraction of the light
produced, to the photomultiplier tube . Recently, using this
type of detector in a field emission in-lens SEM Mueller and
Hermann (1990a and 1990b) were able to detect 1 nm gold
particles with the BSE signal .
The goal s of this work were : 1. Comparison of the
results obtained with the new detector in an in-lens type microscope with results described previously with a below-the-lens
SEM (Walther and Hentschel , 1989; Herter et al. , 1991) ; 2.
Extension of the Double Layer Coating approach to specimens
that have been uniformly coated rather than shadowed, and 3.
Determination of the optimal VO for this technique .

Material and Methods
Kidney epithelial cells in culture: LLC-PK1 cell s
grown on thermanox coverslips were prepared as described by
Walther and Hentschel (1989) . The cells in contact with the
culture medium were fast frozen by plunging into liquid
propane cooled by liquid nitrogen. Freeze substitution was
carried out as described by Mueller et al. (1980) and by
Walther and Hentschel (1989) : The freeze-substitution medium
consisted of methanol containing 0.5% osmium tetroxide, 3%
glutharaldehyde and 3% water . Samples were freeze-substi tuted in a Balzers FSU 010 for 7 hat 183 K, Sh at 213 Kand
Sh at 243 K . After washing with cold methanol (243 K) ,
samples were warmed up to room temperature, washed with
ethanol and critical point dried (Anderson, 1951; Barlow and
Sleigh, 1979) as described by Ris (1985) using carbon
dioxide .
The cell culture specimens were co ated in a Balzers
BAF -300 by electron beam evaporation (Moor , 1973) with 2
nm of platinum -carbon at an angle of 450 and backed with a
10 nm carbon layer evaporated at 90° to the surface . The film
thickness was measured with a quartz crystal thickne ss
monitor.
Trichocyst matrixes : Carbon stubs (diameter : 3 mm)
were incubated with a small droplet of the discharg ed
trichocyst matrix suspension for about 2 min and frozen by
plunging into liquid ethane, cooled to a temperature of about
110 K by liquid nitrogen, and then stored in liquid nitrogen.
Freeze substitution and critical point drying were carried out as
described above. The trichocyst matrix samples were coated
with platinum by ion beam evaporation (Franks et a., 1980) in
an Ion Tech apparatus . The thickness estimate of 1 nm is
based on the final BSE images as explained in the discussion .
The coating conditions were: Argon pressure in the specimen
chamber : 2 x 10 -5 mbar; time: 6 min; Ar+ beam current: 4 mA
at 10 kV . The specimen was rotated and tumbled during
coating. After platinum coating, specimens were coated with
an additional layer of carbon with a thickness of 5 to 10 nm by
indirect evaporation .

The following specimens were used: 1. A renal epithelial
cell line in culture (LLC-PK1), and 2. Isolated, discharged
trichocyst matrixes .
The trichocyst matrix is an ordered protein structure,
initially contained in a membrane-bound
organelle, the
trichocyst found in large numbers just beneath the cell
membrane of Paramecium . When triggered by electrical or
mechanical stimulation it is exocytosed and expands to about
8 x its original length in a few milliseconds. The structure of
the condensed and expanded (discharged) forms has been well
studied in the TEM by negative-stain, by thin-sectioning and
by freeze-fracture deep-etch techniques (Bannister, 1972;
Hausmann, 1972; Peterson et al., 1987; Sperling et al., 1987
and others).

Scanning
electron
microscopy
and BSEDetector: A Hitachi S-900, in-lens, field emission SEM
(Nagatani et al., 1987) with modifications to enhance the
performance of the microscope at low VO (Pawley, 1990 ;
Pawley and Erlandsen, 1989) was used. To minimize
hydrocarbon residues in the vacuum, all rough pumping was
performed by oil-free molecular drag pumps (Danielson ,
1987).
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fu,___L Cultured kidney epithelial cells
(LLC-PK1) Double Layer Coated with 2
nm of platinum-carbon (unidirectionally)
and then 10 nm of carbon (for details see
text). The backscattered electron image is
obtained at a V 0 of 10 kV . The 2 nm
platinum layer provides a sufficiently
high ESE-signal to image cell surface
structures such as the cell membrane with
rnicrovilli.

~

The same sample at higher
magnification (x 100,000) . The microvilli
and the membrane in between are covered
with particles (large arrow, cliameter 10 to
30 nm) most probably representing
proteins or carbohydrate chains of glycoproteins.

The YAG-detector is similar to that described by Autrata
et al. (1986) with some improvements : Electrical conductivity
of the Y AG-crystal is not achieved by coating with aluminum
but by chemical treatment using indium and tin oxide . The
aluminum film on the light guide surface is removed and
replaced by an aluminum foil. Some places of the scintillator
are coated by deposition with an antireflecting layer or are
adclitionally covered with a diffusion layer. These moclifications lead to a higher sensitivity and especially enable the
detection of a ESE-signal with a VO as low as 1.5 kV (Autrata,
1991) .
All figures shown are ESE-images, except Fig. 11
which is a secondary electron image . V O was 4 kV unless
stated otherwise . The beam current (at V0=4 kV) was approximately 2 to 3 x 10-10A. Scanning speed during exposure was
80 s, except for Fig. 7, 8 and 9 where it was 40 s.

Ei.g,__l The same sample at very high

magnification (x 500,000). The 10 to 30
nm particles (large arrow) show a finer
substructure with a size in the range of 2
nm (small arrows) which probably
represent the inclividual platinum clusters.
Whether this substructure represents a
decoration effect that corresponds with an
underlying biological structure or the
platinum clusters are randomly clistributed
is not known .

As expected, the contrast on the more uniformly coated
trichocyst matrixes is much lower than in the unidirectionally
coated samples, especially at low magnifications. However, as
seen in Figs. 4 to 6, the situation depends heavily on V0: With
30 kV or 20 kV, surface structures are hardly visible (Figs. 4
and 5), but when V 0=4 kV (Fig. 6) the platinum coated
surface structures appear with high contrast. At very high
magnifications (500 ,000 x; Figs. 7 to 9) the grain of the
platinum film becomes visible . Again, at 30 kV (Fig . 7) the
ESE-signal of the platinum layer is relatively low . At 20 kV
(Fig. 8) and at 4 kV (Fig. 9) the ESE-signal from the platinum
is increased. At V 0=4 kV (Fig. 9) the grains can still easily be
resolved but they appear to be slightly enlarged because of the
larger diameter of the primary beam . When a VO below 4 kV
was used the high magnification image became blurred and it
was difficult to resolve the platinum grains (not shown).
Therefore, it was concluded that 4 kV was the most suitable
V O to image the uniformly coated samples with the equipment
used for this study.
Figs. 10 and 11 demonstrate the advantage of using the
ESE signal when imaging a Double Layer Coated sample: The
thin platinum layer is only visible with ESE (Fig. 10) because
they can penetrate the outer carbon coating. Secondary
electrons (Fig . 11) come from the surface of the carbon coat
covering the specimen and this coating obscures small
structural details. Therefore, the width of the fibers appears to
be much smaller in the ESE-mode (white arrows in Fig. 10)
than in the SE-mode (black arrows in Fig. 11).

Results
The cultured kidney epithelial cells (Fig . 1) show high
contrast in the ESE-mode at V 0=10 kV, even at low magnifications, and the rnicrovilli covering the cell surface are visible.
At a magnification of 100,000 x (Fig.2) the cell surface
appears covered with particles (large arrow, sizes between 10
and 30 nm). At very high magnifications (500,000 x; Fig. 3)
an even smaller pattern in the 2 nm range becomes visible
(small arrows).
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Fi~s. 4, 5, and 6. Low magnification BSE-images of the same group of trichocyst matrixes deposited
on a carbon substrate and Double Layer Coated with about 1 nm of platinum (uniformly; by ion beam
sputtering) and with about 10 nm of carbon. The differences evident demonstrate the influence of V 0
(Fig. 4 = 30 kV; Fig. 5 = 20 kV; Fig. 6 = 4 kV). The fraction of the signal derived from the platinum
layer is increased at low V O because proportionally more electrons are scattered by this thin layer and
the trichocyst matrixes on the carbon surface (arrows) become more visible.
Figs. 7. 8. and 9. The same sample (as Fig. 4, 5 and 6) at very high magnification (x 500 ,000) at
different values of V 0 (Fig. 7 = 30 kV; Fig . 8 = 20 kV; Fig. 9 = 4 kV). At low V0 (Fig. 9), as
expected, resolution is slightly decreased. The increased probe diameter and greater scattering by the
overlaying carbon coat cause the platinum clusters seem larger. Nevertheless, the individual clusters
(with a diameter of approximately 2 nm and an estimated average thickness of 1 nm) are still clearly
resolved .

A stereo pair showing three trichocyst matrixes is seen in
Fig. 12. As described in the literature, the trichocyst matrix
structure consists of macromolecules arranged in parallel
striations. These striations are connected by very thin fibers.
In the trichocyst matrix viewed side-on , the distance between
the striations is exactly 55 nm as described in freeze-etch
replica studies (Peterson et al. 1987, Sperling et al. 1987). In
the horizontally arranged trichocyst matrix, however, the mean
distance is around 45 nm. The uppermost trichocyst matrix is
broken and the three-dimensional structure of the "striations"
can be recognized: The subunits are arranged in discs. This
arrangement becomes even more obvious in the disordered
sample shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 14 represents a high magnification (x 200,000)
stereo pair. The discs are formed by many globular-shaped
particles each with a diameter of about 20 nm. Sometimes
parts of the surface are fractured away and the internal
structure becomes visible (asterisk).
The trichocyst matrixes tend to attach and spread on the
carbon substrate (Fig. 15) and this process can produce
structural changes. It seems that the outer layer of the
trichocyst matrix opens so that the inside of this layer can
attach to the substrate.
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Fi&s 10 and 11. A Double Layer Coated trichocyst
matrix imaged with the BSE signal (Fig. 10) and the
secondary electron signal (Fig. 11). The BSE signal
(Fig. 10) images only the thin platinum coat and the
apparent diameter of the fibers is very small (white
arrows) . In the secondary electron mode (Fig. 11) the
surface of the overlaying carbon coat is imaged, fine
structural details are obscured and the apparent
diameter of the fine fibers is enlarged (black arrows) .

Fi&. 12. Stereo pair
showing the trichocyst
matrix structure. The
paracrystaline
lattice
made up of individual
macromolecules is arranged in discs that are
connected with each
other by very thin
fibers. The trichocyst
matrix at the top is broken and the arrangement
of the macromolecules
in discs becomes more
obvious.

fiLll

This trichocyst
matrix was probably
ruptured during preparation. The form of the
fracture implies that the
trichocyst
matrix is
composed of disc-like
structures , held together
by thin fibers which
have partially been broken in this sample .
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Fig;. 14. High magnification
(x 200,000)
stereo pair of a Double
Layer Coated trichocyst
matrix imaged with
ESE. The discs are
composed of globularshaped particles with a
diameter of about 20 nm
most likely representing
macromolecules . The
asterisk denotes a region
where the outermost
layer is fractured away
and the inside is visible .

Fig;. 15. The trichocyst
matrixes tend to attach
and spread on the carbon substrate . This
stereo pair shows three
different
structural
states. The curved arrow
denotes the intact trichocyst matrix structure .
The short arrow points
to a region with a lot of
ruptured thin fibers , the
arrangement
of the
macromolecule s in discs
becomes visible. The
long arrow mark s a part
that is attached and
spread on the carbon
substrate before cryo fixation . The outer layer
of the trichocy st matrix
appears to have opened
so that the inside of this
layer can adhere to the
substrate .

Discussion

low V O for surface imaging with secondary electrons have
been extensively studied and reviewed (Pawley, 1990; Pawley
and Erlandsen , 1989; Osumi et al. , 1988 and 1990). Many of
these advantages also apply when the ESE-signal is collected :
The primary beam penetrates less deeply into the specimen .
Therefore, more scattering events take place close to the
surface particularly in the heavy metal layer that contains the
high resolution information . This provides higher image
contrast and has the result that an image can be obtained with

The purpose of this work is to investigate the potential of
Double Layer Coating and ESE-imaging combined with a high
resolution, in-lens field emission SEM equipped with a
sensitive ESE-detector . One advantage of the in-lens SEM is
high resolving power even at low V 0 . As demonstrated in
Figs . 3 and 6, the new Autrata Y AG-detector is much more
sensitive at low V O than earlier detectors. The advantages of
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less radiation damage to the specimen (Pawley et al., 1991). In
addition, more electrons leave the surface, and the net charge
deposition is reduced resulting in less charging problems
(Pawley, 1972) .
The highest image contrast is obtained on samples which
had been unidirectional coated ("shadowed"; Fig . 1 to 3)
because structures in the "shadow" of the platinum beam
remain uncoated and the mass-dependent BSE-signal varies
strongly between coated and uncoated parts of the specimen
(Figs. 16 and 17). When a more uniformly coated sample is
imaged (Fig. 4 to 15), contrast depends on the angle between
the platinum coat and the primary beam, the so called
"topologically dependent mass thickness" (Joy; 1987; Figs. 18
and 19). In this case contrast is lower than on a "shadowed"
sample, but because of the high sensitivity of the BSEdetector, at low voltages, it is still sufficient. We found V 0=4
kV the most suitable primary accelerating voltage to image the
uniformly coated samples with our equipment (in-lens field
emission SEM). At this VO the diameter of the primary beam is
still small enough to resolve the platinum grains. We do not
expect to preserve biological structures smaller than the grain
size. Therefore the grain size is the limiting factor of our
approach and not the resolution of the microscope at 4 kV.
However, when a VO below 4 kV was used it became difficult
to resolve the platinum grains . We assume that at VO below 4
kV several effects limit the resolution of a double layer coated

Fig. 16 and 17. Diagram of BSEcon trast
formation
on
a
unidirectionally
platinum coated
specimen (such as Figs. 1 to 3). In
Fig.16 the primary beam hits the
platinum, a lot of BSE are produced
and a high BSE-signal is detected . In
Fig. 17 the primary beam is in a
platinum -free region (in the shadow
of the platinum evaporation source)
and therefore no BSE are produced at
the specimen surface. A high BSEcon tras t is produced
by a
unidirectionally coated sample.

Fig. 18 and 19. Diagram of BSE
contrast formation
on a more
uniformly platinum coated sample
(such as Figs. 4 to 15). In Fig. 18 the
primary beam hits the platinum layer
at a low angle, the path of the
electrons in the platinum layer is
relatively long and the probability of
electrons to be scattered is high. In
Fig . 19 the primary beam hits the
platinum layer perpendicularly . The
path of the electrons in the platinum
layer is shorter and less BSE are
produced than in Fig.18. How:e~er,
the difference in the BSE coefficient
between the two areas is still less than
it is on the unidirectionally shadowed
specimen and the image contrast is
less .

specimen : 1. The diameter of the primary beam increases, 2.
more electrons are scattered at the overlaying 5 to 10 nm
carbon layer and 3. the sensitivity of the BSE-detector drops
below 3 kV.
The thin, ion-beam sputtered platinum film is obviously
far from uniform . It forms a grainy pattern on the surface of
the samp le that can be resolved with the BSE signal at very
high magnifications (Figs. 4 to 6). These coating patterns have
been extensively investigated on transparent films in the TEM.
Wildhaber et al. (1985) measured the thickness of ion-beam
sputtered films with a quartz crystal monitor. They observed
the individual grains starting to grow together at an average
film thickness of about 1 nm. Since the grains in our films are
not grown together and the distribution and the size of the
grains correspond very well with their image of a 1 nm ionbeam-sputtered platinum film (their Fig. 2C) we estimate that
our average film thickness is about 1 nm. This also
corresponds well with data published by Lindroth and
Sundgren (1989, their Fig 2A). However, both authors
obtained finer grained films using other metals than platinum,
such as tungsten or germanium. Whether tungsten films are
useful for SEM BSE-imaging and whether they preserve the
shape of biological structures to a higher resolution has to be
shown in future .
Wildhaber et al. (1985) compared ion-beam sputtering
versus electron gun evaporation. They came to the conclusion
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thickness : 1 nm) ; 3. The carbon coat mechanicaly stabilizes
both the sample and the platinum coat , and 4. Hydrocarbon
contamination polymerized onto the surface by the primary
beam is much less of a problem than with other coating and
imaging modes because BSE's are less affected by surface
contamination and the carbon coat provides a relatively clean
surface .

that metal from an electron gun tends to decorate the substrate
more . Though this leads to more diffraction points on a
periodic sample, indicating a higher resolution. However, it is
not clear that decoration effects provide information useful for
the interpretation of biological structures because not much is
known about the nature of the decorated sites.
In this study, we have used only bulk samples that do
not transmit the electron beam. Initially, we were concerned
that the BSE-signal derived from the bulk of the specimen
might obscure the signal from the platinum layer. This is
obviously not the case . By comparing the results presented
with those obtained with platinum films on transparent
collodium films (data not shown) no major difference in
resolution or image contrast can be observed.
We can also confirm that, as pointed out by Ris (1985),
proper critical-point-drying is a crucial step in the preparation
protocol. The smallest amounts of water in the critical point
drying chamber lead to tremendous artifacts (not shown) and
macromolecular structures can no longer be observed.
The study of trichocyst matrix structure most comparable to our own was done by Peterson et al. (1987) using the
slam-freeze, deep-etch replica technique. This TEM technique
also is based on fast freezing as the initial fixation step and
uses metal coating. We believe that in many ways our results
are quite similar to these freeze-etch data even though our
protocol involves the use of additional dehydration and drying
procedures (freeze-substitution and critical-point-drying) : In
both, the substructure of the trichocyst matrixes consists of a
paracrystalline pattern arranged in parallel striations which are
connected by thin fibers. According to the literature
(Hausmann et al., 1972; Bannister, 1972; Peterson et al.,
1987; Sperling et al., 1987) the distance between two lines is
55 nm . In our samples, however, the distance varies from
about 45 to 55 nm. One possible reason for this discrepancy
could be shrinkage during dehydration by freeze-substitution
or drying by critical-point-drying. It is generally accepted that
freeze-substitution
causes less structural changes than
dehydration at room temperature , but one should keep in mind
that the removal of water always causes some shrinkage
(Boyde and Franc, 1981 ; Ma cKenzie , 1972) .
We believe that the SEM approach has the advantage of a
better representation of the three-dimensional structure on the
intermediate
magnification
scale (i .e . whole trichocyst
matrixes) . The arrangement of the trichocyst matrix molecules
in discs originally suggested by Hausmann , 1972 becomes
obvious in the SEM (Figs. 13 and 14) but is difficult to
recognize with any other method. Also the way the trichocyst
matrixes spread out when attaching an active surface (Fig . 15)
becomes very clear in an SEM stereo image. The image of a
replica or of a negative stained sample in the TEM does not
indicate whether a trichocyst matrix is in solution or has
attached and spread. Fig. 15 also demonstrates that a structure
can undergo severe changes by attaching to a surface . This
should be kept in mind when using active surfaces as substrate
such as glow discharged carbon foil or mica chips .
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Discussion with Reviewers
K. Zierold: What is the optimal accelerating voltage 01o) for
imaging a biological bulk specimen coated by a thin platinum
layer with high spatial resolution?
Authors: On an ideal test specimen (good electrical conductivity, not sensitive to the electron beam, low amount _of
backscattering from the inner part of the sample) the spatial
resolution is mainly dependent from the diameter of the
primary beam. This diameter is smaller at higher V O and
enlarged at lower V 0 . On an ideal test specimen such as metal
coated proteins on a thin conductive film, therefore, a better
spatial resolution is obtained at higher Vo (e. g. 30 kV) .
However, most of the interesting biological bulk samples are
very rufferent from ideal test specimens: They tend to charge
up; they are beam sensitive and backscattered electrons are a_lso
scattered from the bulk part of the specimen thereby causing
beam damage and obscuring the high resolution surface image.
All these negative effects are reduced by using low V 0 , as
summarized by Pawley et al. (1991) . For BSE-imaging it is of
special importance that at low V O a higher percentage of the
leaving BSE are scattered at the platinum layer and not in the
bulk of the sample. This effect increases the contrast of the
BSE-signal, as shown in fig. 6. For practical work one has to
find a compromise between these opposite effects. We choose
4 kV because the surface signal was much higher than at 20
kV. On the other hand we were still able to resolve the
platinum grains and we do not expect to preserve biological
structures smaller than the grain size. Therefore, a better
spatial resolution than obtained at VO= 4 kV would provide no
further biological information . However, this VO = 4 kV
should not be taken as an absolute value. For another study
using a different microscope and a different coating method
another value of VO might be more suitable.
K.-R . Peter s: How large is the probe diameter at 4 kV causing
such serious degradation of the edge contours?
Authors : According to Nagatani (1987) the beam diameter for
the Hitachi S-900 is about 0.4 nm at V 0=30 kV and about 1.2
nm at V 0=4 kV . In practical work, however , the beam
diameter may be larger due to inadequate focussing and
improper correction of astigmatism .

K. Zierold: Is platinum the optimal coating material for BSE
imaging?
Authors: A coating material for BSE-imaging has to have a
high atomic number (Z) in order to produce a high BSEsignal. The coat should also have fine grain size not to hide
small biological structures. Both conrutions are reasonably
well approached by using ion beam sputtered platinum coats .
However, finer grain sizes are obtained by electron gun
evaporation of platinum/carbon or platinum/iriruum/carbon
(Wepf and Gross, 1990) .

K.-R.Peters: What is the nature of the small 2 nm pattern revealed on the surface of platinum/carbon coated cells (Fig . 3)
compared to that of the grain structure seen in other images
(Fig. 4 -6)?
Authors: The pattern in fig. 3 is obtained by electron gun
evaporation of platinum/carbon, the grain structure in the figs .
4 -6 is obtained by ion beam sputtering of platinum .
Currently, at this level of resolution (2 nm), we do not know
whether the grain structures contain information about the
underlaying biological sample .
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K. Zierold: Can imaging of uncoated
biological bulk
specimens be improved by use of low accelerating voltage
(Vo), perhaps supported by an additional positive electrical
voltage at the specimen?
.
.
.
Authors : Imaging of uncoated bulk b1olog1cal samples 1s
certainly improved by use of low V O at least at low and
intermediate magnifications. However , we never obtained
convincing results at higher magnifications using SE, most
probably due to local charge-up . i:o our _understanrung an
adrutional positive voltage at the specimen hinders the SEl and
SE2 electrons to leave the sample . The image is formed by
SE3 electrons that are produced by BSE and therefore less
affected by specimen charge-up. (An example for this effect is
presented in Walther and Mueller, 1985 .) Since a sensi~ive
ESE-detector is now available, it is probably more straight
forward to directly use BSE . Fig. 16 shows a portion of a sea
urchin embryo cell that was high pressure frozen , freeze
fractured and imaged in the SEM after partial freeze-drying at
160 K using a cold-stage. No coating and no chemical
treatment was applied. The figure is a BSE-image at Vo = 3
kV . A nucleus, the two nuclear membranes and different other
organelles can be seen. On such an uncoated bulk sample the
resolution is mainly limited by the extraction depth of the BSE
which depends from V 0 . Therefore we expect to obtain better
resolution by using even lower V 0. Unfortunately, sensitivity
of the used ESE-detector drops below 3 kV. It would be a
challenging task to develop a ESE-detector for an in-lens type
SEM that is fully sensitive at 1 kV.
Fig. 20. Low voltage (V 0=3kV) BSE-image of an uncoat ed
sea urchin embryo cell. The sample was high pressure frozen ,
freeze fractured and imaged after partial freeze drying at 160 K
using a cold stage. No coating and no chemical fixation was
applied. The two membranes of the nuclear envelope and
different organelles are visible. No serious charging artifacts
are present.

